Abstract: In this paper, we introduce speckle-shifting ghost imaging (SSGI) which uses several corresponding shifted groups of speckle patterns instead of random speckle patterns in "computational ghost imaging" (CGI) to improve the performance of edge detection. The shifting of speckle patterns makes SSGI directly achieve the edges of an unknown object without the clear "ghost" images. Numerical simulations and experiments are performed. It is seen that SSGI is applicable for both binary and gray-scale objects in noisy environments. This provides a great opportunity to pave the way for the real applications of CGI in remote sensing and biological imaging.
Introduction
Ghost imaging (GI), which is based on the quantum or classical correlation of fluctuating light fields, over the past few decades, has opened new avenues for computational light microscopy, remote sensing, optical encryption, and so on [1] - [5] . The image of the unknown object is reconstructed by correlating the object beam and the reference beam. A single-pixel detector with no spatial resolution directly collects the reflected or transmitted photons of the illuminated intensity distribution at object path and a multi-pixel camera captures the intensity fluctuation of light fields at reference path. The reference arm has been removed in computational ghost imaging (CGI) and replaced with sequential illumination patterns generated by a spatial light modulator (SLM) [6] - [8] . The patterned illumination and bucket detection in CGI significantly improve the performance of photon counting imaging [9] , scattering imaging [10] , and Terahertz imaging [11] .
The resolution of CGI is determined by the speckle's transverse size on the object plane and the numerical aperture of the projection optics. In many applications, it is enough to get the periphery of the object, which is called "edge enhancement" in image processing. However, poor imaging quality of GI limits the edge detection, which is important for target recognition and localization in remote sensing and biological imaging [12] - [14] . Recently, there have been two main ways to solve this problem. a) Various computational methods focused on improving the imaging quality of GI, e.g., 1) differential ghost imaging [15] , 2) compressive ghost imaging [16] , 3) pseudo-inverse ghost imaging [17] , [18] , 4) iterative ghost imaging [19] , [20] , sinusoidal ghost imaging [21] , and adaptive computational ghost imaging [22] . However, there exists limitation for heavily absorbing objects or they are computationally complex and expensive; thus, they are difficult for practical applications. b) In the recent report, Liu et al. presented gradient ghost imaging (GGI) for better edge detection results [23] . However, this method has to choose a proper gradient angle based on the prior knowledge of the object.
In this paper, we present speckle-shifting ghost imaging (SSGI) in the framework of CGI. It directly achieves the edges of an unknown object to avoid any addition of hardware or expensive computation. The gradient angle or any other prior knowledge of the object are not necessary in our proposed method. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a formal description of speckle-shifting ghost imaging. In Section 3, we discussed the reconstruction images of different shifting operators. The performance of SSGI with different measurements in classical and semi-classical environments are also considered. In Section 4, we demonstrate that this approach is applicable experimentally. Finally, in Section V, we summarize and discuss the performance of SSGI.
Principle
The experimental setup of SSGI is shown in Fig. 1 . The speckle patterns S k ðx i ; y j Þ generated by a digital light projector (DLP), sequentially illuminate an unknown object, Rðx i ; y j Þ. A synchronous single-pixel detector measures the total intensity of reflected or transmitted light with a collecting lens, which provides the signal
Here, k denotes the number of speckle patterns. Similar to computational ghost imaging, the random intensity distribution generated by a DLP in our method is also pre-programmed. However, the measurements in SSGI are divided into several groups and there exists a shifting among each group. More precisely, sequential illuminated speckle patterns which have been pre-programmed, are replaced with several corresponding shifted groups of speckle patterns. In SSGI, several speckle groups are divided and they are related as follows: . . . ; 8 represents the mth shifted group. By doing straightforward calculations, one obtains the horizontal measurements as follows:
As mentioned above, the shifted group is related to the pre-programmed speckle patterns and thus the horizontal measurements can be formulated as follows:
Here, rR sobel h ðx i ; y j Þ is the horizontal edges of the object Rðx i ; y j Þ using Sobel operator. It is noted that any other operator which can be expressed lineally are appropriate in SSGI (e.g., Laplacian operator and Standard operator). The similar operation of speckle patterns based on Laplacian operator and Standard operator is shown in the Appendix. However, in real applications, Sobel operator is appropriate for its weighted average differential processing to limit the performance of noise [24] and more details are shown in numerical simulations. By correlating the horizontal measurements and pre-programmed speckle patterns S k , the horizontal edges of the unknown object in computational ghost imaging framework is mathematically obtained as
Similarly, the vertical edges of the unknown object is expressed as
Here, y v is the vertical measurements and rR sobel v ðx i ; y j Þ is the vertical edges of the object Rðx i ; y j Þ using Sobel operator. Consequently, the edges of the unknown object is written as
As for most natural object, image edges have much higher sparisity which indicates better imaging quality. In comparison with edge detection of "ghost" images, SSGI directly achieves the edges of the detected object without the procedure for the original image. This will dramatically limits the reconstruction noise and enhances the edges in the framework of correlation operation [15] .
Numerical Simulations
To evaluate the effectiveness of SSGI, we started with numerical simulations. The speckle patterns, with 80 Â 80 pixels, were generated to satisfy binary uniform distribution. We first simulated the SSGI using a part of "circles" as the standard binary object, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The number of patterns were 16000 in GI and they were divided into eight groups according to (3) in SSGI. There were 2000 speckle patterns in each group. Compared with other operators, Sobel operator limits the noise for its weighted average differential processing. Therefore, Sobel operator was used in the edge detection of the original image and the "ghost" images. The edge detection of the original image, GI and SSGI are summarized in Fig. 2(c) -(e), respectively. It is seen that the edges of the "circles" using SSGI are reconstructed continuously and the distribution of noise is relatively uniform. Compared with the "ghost" image shown in Fig. 2(b) , the structure of the "circles" are obvious to recognize. To evaluate the performance of SSGI quantitatively, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is shown as
Here,I edge and I background are the intensities of the edge detection results in the object's edge and background region, respectively. The SNR of edge detection using GI and SSGI are 1.53 and 1.83, respectively, with the enhancement of 1:83=1:53 ¼ 1:21.
Most of the unknown objects we want to detect are gray-scale objects in real applications, so that we simulated the SSGI using the gray-scale object "Rice" in the following analysis and discussion. The number of patterns were 96 000 in GI and they were divided into 8 groups according to (3) in SSGI. There were 12 000 speckle patterns in each group. The numerical demonstrations summarized in Fig. 3 show that by using SSGI, we can obtain relatively clear edges of each grain of rice. It is more obvious that SSGI enhances of the ability to recognize the targets than GI for the relatively complex and gray-scale objects. The normalized intensity distribution of edge detection's middle horizontal line of original image, GI and SSGI are shown in Fig. 3(1)-(3) , respectively. The SNR of edge detection of GI and SSGI are 1.65 and 2.38, respectively, with the enhancement of 2:38=1:65 ¼ 1:44. Though there are several gray levels in the picture "Rice," SSGI detects the borders of the "Rice" with high contrast and ignored much details, which is effective in target recognition and localization. Besides, it is interesting that by using SSGI, the noise of background is limited at a relatively low level at sacrifice of contrast due to the high average transmission ratio of the edge compared with the detected object. It has been demonstrated that average transmission ratio is inversely proportional to the contrast in the correlation operation [25] , [26] . In fact, the sacrifice is necessary that continuous edges can dramatically decrease the probability of false alarms of target recognition and localization in remote sensing and many other applications. Next, we simulated the performance of different shifting speckle patterns by using Sobel operator, Laplacian operator and Standard operator, respectively. White Gaussian Noise (WGN) and Poisson Noise (PN) were considered to simulate the classical detection and semi-classical detection, respectively. The picture "Rice" was also detected as the gray-scale object. The number of patterns were 96 000 in GI and it was divided into several groups according to (3) in SSGI. There were 12000 speckle patterns in each group with Sobel operator, 24000 speckle patterns in each group with Standard operator and 19200 speckle patterns in each group with Laplacian operator, respectively. It is important to emphasize that the impact of noise is the relative fluctuations, more precisely, the variance of noise. The edge detection of these operators, where standard deviation of WGN was equal to 15, is expressed in Fig. 4(a)-(c) . Fig. 4(d)-(f) shows the results of edge detection with the same operators where standard deviation of PN was In addition, the results (SNR) of different operators, as a function of noise fluctuation, are summarized in Fig. 5(a) and (b) . The SNRs of SSGI using Laplacian operator are approximately equal to zero for its enhancement of noise. Both in classical detection and semi-classical detection, SSGI using Standard operator performed better than the other operators with small noise fluctuations for its higher sampling rate. However, in the environments with large noise fluctuations, SSGI using Sobel operator performed much better. Comparing Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 5(b) , it is interesting that the influence of WGN and PN has little difference with the same variance.
Besides, we simulated SSGI with different measurements. According to the mathematical model of SSGI in Principle and the Appendix, the rate of measurements among Sobel operator, Standard operator and Laplacian operator is 1=8 : 1=4 : 1=5 ¼ 5 : 10 : 8. The results (SNR) of different operators, as a function of measurements, where standard deviation of WGN was equal to 15, are expressed in Fig. 6 . The SNRs of SSGI using Laplacian operator were also approximately equal to zero for the existence of WGN. The SNRs of SSGI using Sobel operator and Standard operator increase with the addition of measurements, and SSGI using Sobel operator performs much better than Standard operator, regardless of the measurements.
Experiments
To compare the quality of the edges detection resulting from SSGI with GI, we performed SSGI and GI experimentally. The experimental setup of SSGI and GI is shown in Fig. 1 . The speckle patterns were generated by the DLP (Texas Instruments DLP4500) with upper frequency limit 2880 Hz at the video port mode. Note that all the random speckle patterns were generated as 80 Â 80-pixel images and satisfied binary uniform distribution with elements "0" and "1." All the reflected light were collected by using a single-pixel detector. Here, we used a charge coupled device (CCD) (AVT G-033B) and added the intensities of all pixels to avoid invoking its spatial resolution capability. Six fluorescent lamps on the ceilings were used as the background interference in real applications.
We started with a picture of handwritten Chinese character "Jing" (as the binary object), which is shown in Fig. 7(a) . The total number of patterns were 50000, 70 000 and 90000, respectively. They were divided into several groups according to the operators we used. The experimental results were summarized in Fig. 8(a)-(o) .
In addition, we also used a model of the flower as the gray-scale object which is shown in Fig. 7(b) . The total number of patterns were 50 000, 70 000 and 90000, respectively. They were divided into several groups according to the operators we used. The experimental results were summarized in Fig. 9(a)-(o) .
It is clear that using "ghost" images and its edge detection could hardly recognize the unknown object for the poor imaging quality. However, using SSGI with Sobel operator and Standard operator causes significant increase in quality of edge detection for both binary and gray-scale objects. Similar to our theoretical analysis and simulations, the results with Sobel operator performed much better than the other operators in real applications where much noise exists.
Conclusion
To sum it all up, we have shifted the random speckle patterns in computational ghost imaging (CGI) and termed it "speckle-shifting ghost imaging" (SSGI). In our simulations and experiments, it is hard for us to recognize the detected object by using "ghost" images. It has been demonstrated that using SSGI dramatically limits the reconstruction noise and enhances the edges continuously at the sacrifice of contrast. The edge detection using SSGI with Sobel operator, Standard operator and Laplacian operator were demonstrated theoretically and experimentally. The results show that SSGI using Sobel operator is robust in noisy environments. It is noted that the potential applications of SSGI are remote sensing and biological imaging, where complex photoelectric systems and high-speed sampling will cause much noise in detection. The robust indicates that SSGI using Sobel operator is much appropriate in real applications. The fluctuation of noise and measurements determine the quality of SSGI regardless of noise types. It is noticeable that SSGI overcomes the disadvantages of edge detection in ghost imaging without any addition of hardware and complex computation. Combining SSGI with other proposed applications of CGI, especially in remote sensing and biological applications [27] - [29] , will improve the success rate of target recognition and localization. 
